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 This mod is still under construction, still work in progress. History The mod was first conceived in 2002. In April 2011, the
mod was fully released. In September 2015, the mod was again fully released, this time improved with more maps, fixes, and
mods. Currently, the mod is being tested for compatibility with the latest version of Red Wars, version 1.6. How to install The
mod must be installed on a Red Wars multiplayer server. The mod is not compatible with other game types. To install, please

download the mod folder from my website. This folder is packed as a single zip file. Unzip this file, move it to the
Steam/steamapps/common/red wars/mods folder on your computer, and start up Red Wars. A folder called "Parabellum_v0.9a"
is automatically created in the mods folder. You can either delete the folder or use it to archive all of the files and mods in the

mod. The mod is updated automatically when you launch Red Wars. The version number is displayed in the top right of the
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game. A few extra files are available in the mod, which are compressed in the mod. You can decompress them in the folder you
extracted the mod folder from. You are free to make copies of the mod and use them however you want. I do not guarantee that

the mod is safe to be copied if you are not familiar with the mod. The mod is not entirely safe to be used with a single player.
Players with security privileges (administrators, built-in developers, and such) will have full access to all of the files and

resources, and they can change the mod as they see fit. I do not guarantee this. I am not responsible for anything that happens to
you as a result of using the mod. Download Download from my website. Some files may not download properly. If you

experience issues downloading any of the files from the website, try downloading them from mirrors. Mirrors If you would like
to download the files from a mirror, please visit this page for mirrors. Make a Donation If you like the mod and want to help me
keep working on it, you can donate to me on PayPal, use Bitcoin, or send me an email with your PayPal address. I have set up a
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